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         MAKE THEM TASTE  
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Customizable presentation box of 3 or 6 Vinottes to sublimate your cuvées

Centre d’Activités Gorge de Loup
24 avenue Joannès Masset

69009 Lyon, France 

Phone:         + 33 (0) 9 86 44 14 14
Email: contact@vinovae.fr



Convice by the taste

   The tasting experience reinforces the proximity with your customers, helps you 
   to develop customer loyalty and to differentiate yourself from your competitors. 

                  Thanks to an innovative and patented process, 
                      Vinoae turns your bottles of wine or spirits into wine samples: the Vinottes ® 
      Give your clients and prospects the chance to taste your wines to better promote them. 

Develop customer loyalty by the tasting The PET Vinotte, crimped by a screw cap, is totally air impermeable. You
have at least 2 months to make taste your wine samples in an optimal way
(nota bene: the wine is not made to age in small containers). 

The labels retake all the legal mentions that are on the bottle of origin. 
They can be customized at the name and the image of the society. 

Vinovae  keeps a Vinotte from each repacked batch, ensuring a 
quality follow-up. 

Quality and physicochemical tests done in laboratory (TAV, glucose,  fructose, AT, volatile acidity, pH, free SO2, CO2...).  

The operations are done under inert atmosphere and particles free,
from the bottle uncorking to the bottle crimping. The reconditioning
is made under pression and at regulated temperature in order to do not
destabilized the wine. The organoleptic properties are conserved in the
respect of the purest expression of each wine. 

Meilleur Ouvrier Sommelier de France 2007

«During blind tastings, I observed that the wine coming from Vinottes
was the same as the one from the bottle, on the eye, nose and palate.
Congratulations to Vinovae and its rebottling process, which allows to 
save all the organoleptic properties.» 

                     Vinovae offers a unique solution, 
developed for professionals of the wine and spirits industry. 

A practical and economical tasting solution
    20 ml is the ideal tasting quantity approved by professionals and
    individuals. From one bottle of 75 cl, Vinovae makes 36 Vinottes, 
      giving you 36 opportunities to make taste your wine at home or 
                                                               on site at the right quantity.

 PET is unbreakable, making easier its transportation and storage. 
Its carbon footprint is lower than glass and the Vinotte is 100% recyclable. 

     From the basic wine to the grand cru, the Vinottes will support
       your expertise and know-how. 

A guaranted traceability 

Clear, complete and customizable labels 

An excellent wine protection  

An innovative and patented process  

Light and ecological samples


